
Mechanical & electronic locks



SBS BDI electronic lock
With the SBS BDI electronic lock you provide your vehicle with ex-
cellent security. The logistics planning determines who may open 
which locks, and when. You have the possibility to personalize ac-
cess to the loading space or even to block it completely. 
Because of this you can seamlessly integrate the lock into the se-
curity procedures of your organization or those of your customer. 
The SBS BDI lock records when and by whom it is opened which 
gives you always insight into who was responsible for the cargo.

SBS Hornet electronic trailer lock
The SBS Hornet is a locking system that does not reduce the loa-
ding capacity or insulation values of the trailer. A fully automatic 
pneumatically operated lock fixed to the chassis of the trailer with 
locking bolts in the bottom of the door. 

You operate the electronic SBS 
Hornet lock with a RFID trans-
ponder or a rolling pin code. In 
addition, the lock can be remo-
tely blocked from a central offi-
ce. Geofencing is also possible. 
Which only allows trailer doors 
to be opened at pre-defined pla-
ces, such as at a customer’s pre-
mises or at customs.

SBS secured trailer solution
The SBS secured trailer solution is an advanced security system 
for closed trailers, especially for valuable cargo. This trailer secu-
rity system is suitable for TAPA TSR certification and meets BAT 
security V1 and V2 requirements. The highest transport security 
requirements in the market. 

The SBS secured trailer solution consists of electronic trailer locks, 
an access control system, burglar alarm systems, GPS tracking 
equipment, cutting detection in the side walls of the trailer and a 
monitoring portal. With the web portal you monitor and control 
the telematics equipment remotely and receive reports and alerts.

Data downloader electronic lock
With the data downloader you can easily send electronic lock data 
to a compatible Android device via Bluetooth connection. This data 
is automatically uploaded into a secure database, where you can 
view the cargo activity of all trips and generate activity reports.

SBS Inlock electronic trailer lock
The SBS Inlock is the most advanced lock that we have and meets 
the highest security requirements. The system comes with 2 pins 
20 mm thick as standard: these lock pneumatically into the bottom 
frame and the left-hand door. Thanks to the modular construction of 
the Inlock series, it can be expanded to include 2 up to a maximum 
of 12 additional pins which lock into the frame all the way round, 
thus minimizing the risk of breaking and entering. The lock is con-

trolled by an advanced electronic 
access control unit that supports 
unlocking by RFID transponder, 
4 digits rolling unlock codes and 
emergency unlock codes.

Electronic locks
for trailers and containers
An effective security system could reduce the risk of people 
breaking into your vehicle and prevent cargo theft. Modern 
electronic lock solutions don’t just equip your vehicle with  
excellent security, but also offer real-time insight into your  
cargo. You decide who has access to the cargo, when and  
where. With an electronic lock it is even possible to block access 
remotely. This helps meeting the security requirements of your 
organization or your customers. All our electronic locks meet 
the strickt requirements for a TAPA TSR certification.

SBS, a leading authority on logistic security solutions, are pleased to announce the release of the ‘Inlock Series’, a 
brand new modular based security application.
Drawing on the expertise of three transport security specialists, Inlock is the result of a collaboration between SBS, 
Maple and Fela Telematics - providing a unique security solution for carriers of high value goods.
As freight crime becomes ever more prominent and targeted, so to vehicle security must continue to evolve in 
order to combat this ever changing threat. Thanks to the modular construction of the Inlock series, you can tailor 
the system to meet your own security requirements.

How it works
The core components of this access control system 
are mounted within a self-contained stainless steel 
housing. Installed to the inside of the load area doors 
the main structure houses all electronic components, 
control unit, rechargeable battery back-up and the 
heavy-duty locking mechanism that controls up to 12 
pins (each 20mm in diameter).

The locking mechanism itself is controlled by a pneu-
matic cylinder that pushes the locking pins into the 
vehicle architrave upon closure. The operation of the 
locks is controlled via the sophisticated Maple IQ Access 
Control platform, which allows operators to utilise RFID 
transponders or secure PIN codes to unlock / lock the 
vehicle load doors.

The IQ platform also offers complete transparency of 
operation, providing detail of who accessed your vehi-
cles, when and even where. Operators can also maintain 
greater control over their fleet by setting parameters for 
individual employee’s access. 

Each and every unit is fully built, tested and supplied 
installation ready, for reliability and ease of fitting.

Inlock variations
The SBS Inlock has been engineered with flexibility in 
mind. The system is designed to be compatible with a 
diverse range of commercial vehicle bodies and to meet 
the varying demands of the logistics industry. 
Each system is equipped with the Maple IQ Access 
Control technology and can be tailored to meet the 
exacting requirements of individual clients.

Each system can be further upgraded to work with the 
Fela Online Security Management System, to access a 
host of additional operational benefits including but 
not limited to, remote lockdown capabilities.

 
Inlock Pro casing

Fela Online Security Management Features
This system provides you with additional online data 
tools, including;
•	 Door opened/closed
•	 PIN codes
•	 Seal Numbers
•	 Lock Status: pin in/out
•	 Battery voltage
•	 Engine on/off
•	 GPS Position
•	 Extensive reporting options

The Inlock System

Optimal cargo control
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TAPA TSR certification
All of our SBS electronic locks can be 
used to become TSR  (level 1 or 2) cer-
tified. With a TAPA TSR certification, 
you show that your cargo is properly 
secured in the supply chain. 

SBS mobile E-trailerlock
The SBS E-trailerlock is a mobile lock that can be temporarily 
mounted on a trailer when transporting valuable goods. The mo-
bile E-trailerlock is equipped with a block lock containing a quality 
cylinder of the Tokoz brand. In addition to securing the doors of 
your trailer, the lock also allows you to monitor your cargo. Think 
of current departure and arrival times, route deviations and route 
updates. You will also receive a warning if someone tries to open 
the lock, so that you can intervene in time. 

SBS IQ tailgate protection
With the SBS IQ tailgate security you prevent thieves from opening 
your tailgate. The tailgate security is a sealing and access control 
system in one. The IQ tailgate security can be operated with an 
RFID transponder or with secure pin codes. Once closed it is realy 
closed. Every action is registered, so you always know when and by 
whom the tailgate was opened. You can also personalize or block 
access to the IQ tailgate security. 

SBS Mamba shutter door lock
The SBS Mamba is a mechanical lock with an electronic access con-
trol system, which is used to lock and seal the shutter door of your 
trailer or container. The lock protects the door itself instead of the 
hook of the door, as is often the case with other shutter door locks. 
The lock can be opened via an app on your phone. Alternatively, 
the lock can be equipped with a traditional padlock.

SBS E-containerlock
With this mobile e-container lock, you secure the doors of your 
container against burglary, but you can also monitor the cargo in 
real time. The E-containerlock tracking unit can easily be fitted over 
the bars on the outside of your container, connected to the door 
locking mechanism and secured by using a standard container pin 
seal. This will stop any unauthorized person who tries to open the 
doors to the container. 

When you link the E-containerlock to our SBS Information System 
or your own portal, you can monitor the container in real time. 
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SBS Andis 1100 trailer lock
With the SBS Andis 1100 lock you can optimally protect your trailer with 
2 inch kingpin against theft. The lock consists of a steel fender with a 
rubber housing, so that the kingpin mounting bolts are completely closed 
and break-in attempts are prevented. The trailer lock is easy to install 
with the rubber handle. The  kingpin lock is equipped with a recodable 
Abloy Protec² cylinder. The SBS Andis lock is Kiwa SCM heavy duty ap-
proved.

Options:
• Abloy Protec key plan 
• Chassis support (hanging bracket)

SBS Fox
The SBS Fox is a compact external lock that you open with an app on your 
phone. The lock requires neither batteries nor keys. No keys to lose and no 
administration of who has which key. 

The lock is made of stainless steel and is mounted on 
the outside of the trailer door. When the driver closes 
the doors, the slamlock feature of the SBS Fox ensures 
that the trailer is immediately locked.

SBS SP-4 seal protector
The SBS SP-4 seal protector container lock protects container seals from 
cutting, fraud and tampering. In addition, the container lock provides an ex-
tra barrier so that the container doors cannot be opened and your cargo 
is extra protected against theft. Due to its innovative design, the SBS seal 
guard fits 99% of container handles, handles of loading containers and swap 
bodies. The steel SP-4 container lock is locked with an integrated Duro F320 
block lock. This lock is equipped with a drill 
protection on the cylinder. The block lock is 
supplied with 3 keys as standard. 

Options:
• Abloy Protec cylinder 
 (optional key plan)
• Duro cylinder

SBS BDL Barn door lock
With the SBS BDL trailer lock you secure the barn doors of your trailer 
against burglary. The trailer lock consists of a red steel door plate, a stain-
less steel weldable lock body and a separately ordered padlock. The red 
steel door plate is placed on the right door and the stainless steel lock body 
on the chassis or the left door. With a padlock you connect the red steel 
door plate with the lock body. The lock body is available with a weld tray 
without holes or a weld tray with bolt holes (suitable for aluminum chas-
sis and horizontal mounting). The SBS BDL trailer lock, 
in combination with our padlocks, is Kiwa SCM Heavy 
Duty approved and meets the strict requirements for 
a TAPA TSR certification.

Options:
• Abloy Protec² PL358T padlock 
 (optional key plan)
• SBS PL7000 padlock (optional key plan)
• Also available in a white colored body
• BDL cover red

SBS Cobra lock
The SBS Cobra container lock is suitable for locking trailer and container 
doors with locking bars. The container lock is adjustable from 240 - 460 
mm. The container lock offers maximum resistance thanks to a smart slot 
construction. The SBS Cobra lock is attached over the closing bars of the 
container and closed with a high-quality padlock. The SBS Cobra container 
lock is Kiwa SCM Heavy Duty approved.

Options:
• Abloy Protec PL358 padlock 
 (optional key plan)
• SBS PL7000 padlock 
 (optional key plan)

SBS Andis 1200 trailer drawbar eye lock
With the SBS Andis 1200 lock you secure trailers with a 40 mm drawbar 
eye. The lock consists of a steel lock block with rubber casing. The prac-
tical rubber handle makes it easy to fit the Andis 1200. The trailer lock 
is fitted with a recodable Abloy Protec² cylinder. Thanks to this cylinder, 
fraud with keys is impossible and an extra key can only be requested with 
the key card. The SBS Andis 1200 lock is Kiwa SCM heavy duty approved.

Options: 
• Abloy Protec key plan 
• Chassis support (hanging bracket)

SBS Alligator trailer pull eye lock
The SBS Alligator is a universal lock for trailers with a 40 mm or 50 mm 
towing eye. Thanks to the steel housing with integrated Duro F320 block 
lock, the SBS Alligator lock is easy to apply and resistant to burglary at-
tempts. The SBS alligator lock is in combination 
with the Duro F320 block lock Kiwa SCM Heavy 
Duty approved.

Options: 
• Abloy Protec cylinder (optional key plan)
• Duro F320 cylinder

Mechanical locks 
for trailers and containers
Goods are transported with the greatest possible care and 

commitment, but people often forget to safeguard their 

cargo. Under the brand SBS, Imbema develops and supplies 

products that prevent theft, and carefully considers what 

solution would suit your company best.

Trailer and semi-trailer locks

Trailer, body and container locks
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SBS PL7000 padlock
The SBS PL7000 is manufactured according to our own specifications. The 
cylinder installed from above ensures maximum security. In combination 
with the mechanical locks, the SBS PL7000 padlock has been aproved by 
Kiwa SCM. The sustainable material offers maximum resistance against 
sawing, drilling, cutting, grinding and use of a key. Thanks to the unique 
structure of the cylinder, it is impossible to 
manipulate the lock.

Options:
• Keyed alike
• Master key

SBS Duro F320 block lock
The Duro F320 block lock has a steel housing with stainless steel pin. The 
centre of the lock is made from brass. A drilling guard is located on the 
cylinder, making it more difficult to manipulate the lock. Additional keys 
can be supplied later upon request.  

Options: 
• Abloy Protec cylinder 
 (optional key plan)
• Duro cylinder

SBS Budget container lock
The SBS Budget lock is easy to use on several types of containers, trailers, 
loading bodies and demountable bodies. The lock is attached across the 
closing rods and locked using a Duro F320 block lock. Thanks to the sepa-
rate block lock, the SBS Budget lock is easy to maintain and fit.

Options:
• Abloy Protec cylinder 
 (optional key plan)
• Duro cylinder

SBS Rhino container lock
The SBS Rhino container lock is a removable lock designed specifically for 
D-Tec trailers. The lock is placed on the existing chassis and locked with a 
high quality padlock. For other trailers, a strip is available to be attached 
to the lower frame of the trailer. Containers without a physical lock can 
be secured this way. The Rhino container lock is, in combination with our 
padlocks, Kiwa SCM Heavy Duty approved.

Options:
• Abloy Protec PL358 padlock (optional key plan)
• SBS PL7000 padlock (optional key plan)

SBS BDL-I door lock for trailers
The SBS BDL-I is the internal version of the successful BDL. This lock is atta-
ched to the inside and locked in the lower frame using a 16 mm pin. 
Can be operated using a handle that is unlocked using a high-quality inter-
nal cylinder. The lock consists of a stainless steel casing on the inside and 
a brushed stainless steel front plate on the outside. Specially designed for 
standard plywood and aluminium doors.

Options:
• Abloy Protec cylinder 
 (optional key plan)
• SBS 7000 unhardened cylinder 
 (optional key plan)

SBS Turtle door lock
The SBS Turtle lock offers the heaviest possible protection for revolving doors 
and can be used universally on standard containers and trailers. The door lock 
consists of two parts: one part on the lefthand door and one on the righthand 
door, which are locked using a padlock. The advantage of this is that the lock 
allows 15 mm space between the doors, so that the doors do not buckle. The 
stainless steel housing protects the lock completely, making it resistant to at-
tempted burglaries. The Turtle security lock is in combination with our pad-
locks, Kiwa SCM heavy duty approved and meets the strict requirements for a 
TAPA TSR certification. The Turtle is also available in a smaller version (15 x 14.5 
cm), specially designed for when there is less space 
between the bars of the doors.

Options:
• Abloy Protec PL358 padlock 
 (optional key plan)
• SBS PL7000 padlock (optional key plan) 
• Turtle cover white

Abloy Protec² PL358T padlock
The Abloy Protec2 PL358 padlock is used in many of our mechanical lock  
solutions. We developed the unique locking structure of this padlock together 
and it satisfies the CEN 5 standard. In combination with the mechanical locks, 
the Protec2 PL358T padlock has been aproved by Kiwa SCM. The sustainable 
material offers maximum resistance against sawing, drilling, cutting, grinding 
and use of a key. Thanks to the unique structure of the cylinder, it is impossible 
to manipulate the lock.

Options:
• Keyed alike
• Master key
• SWP (Super Weather Proof)
• Rubber protection cap

Trailer, body and container locks Padlocks

SBS Skiplock
The SBS Skiplock hook prevents snagging and lifting of your container. 
The lock offers high resistance against manipulation of the cylinder. You 
can also replace the Duro cylinder with an Abloy Protec2 cylinder.  

Options :
• Cylinder Abloy Protec 
 (optional key plan)
• Cylinder Duro
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Cost efficient electronic trailer lock

A pneumatically operated lock and rather than being fitted to the inside of the door or 

to the door itself, it is fitted under the chassis of the trailer, making it less vulnerable. 

The Hornet is also quicker, easier and therefore much cheaper to fit.

Does not compromise load capacity or insulation values

In many cases (e.g. refrigerated trailers) the lock position provides the benefit of not 

losing any pallet space but also of not creating any thermal bridges which prevents 

the risk of ice forming.

Operated using an RFID transponder or rolling pin code

The lock is operated using an RFID transponder that the driver holds next to the lock 

or a rolling pin code that the driver enters by means of a single button. The lock can 

be integrated in the SBS telematics for monitoring online. This enables the lock to be 

blocked remotely, the method of unlocking to be changed or geofencing to be set up.

Meets TAPA TSR 1 requirements

Like all SBS electronic locks the Hornet can be used to meet 

TAPA TSR 1 requirements. The lock is both cost-efficient and 

innovative and yet provides high security standards.

Hornet electronic trailer lock

 Fully automatic pneumatic cost-efficient lock

 Does not compromise load capacity or    

 insulation values

 Operated using an RFID transponder or   

 rolling pin code

 Meets TAPA TSR 1 requirements
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Fox revolutionary smart trailer lock    

 No keys needed any more

 Unlocking via app on phone

 Strong stainless steel locking housing

 Internet or power supply not needed

 Adjustable period of validity 

NFC - No keys 
needed

Strong stainless steel trailer lock. Heavy stainless steel trailer lock on the outside surface of the 

rear door. The lock has a slamlock function: when the driver closes the doors, the Fox immediately 

drops into the lock and the trailer is locked.

Keys not needed any more. Never lose keys or padlocks again and never need to re-order 

keys. It is unlocked via an app on a smartphone with NFC capability. Works with any iOS or 

Android smartphone with NFC. Digital ‘key’ management instead of physical key management.

 

No need for batteries or other power source. The lock does not need any internal power 

source. Once the lock is released via the app, you can open it by hand.

No internet needed. To operate the lock, the phone does not need to be connected to the internet. 

Once it is registered and the digital access is still valid you can unlock the lock with the app, even 

when you are offline.

Adjustable period of validity. The period of validity of the digital key is variable and can be 

adjusted. It is also possible to set it in such a way that you always need to connect to the server in 

order to check whether or not the lock may be opened. 

Lock logbook. You can see information such as what phone was used to open the lock at what 

time, so you always know who was with the cargo and when.
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